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Abstract. Dance is an important component of live performance for
expressing emotion and presenting visual context. Human dance perfor-
mances typically require expert knowledge of dance choreography and
professional rehearsal, which are too costly for casual entertainment
venues and clubs. Recent advancements in character animation and mo-
tion synthesis have made it possible to synthesize virtual 3D dance char-
acters in real-time. The major problem in existing systems is a lack of an
intuitive interfaces to control the animation for real-time dance controls.
We propose a new system called the DanceDJ to solve this problem.
Our system consists of two parts. The first part is an underlying motion
analysis system that evaluates motion features including dance features
such as the postures and movement tempo, as well as audio features such
as the music tempo and structure. As a pre-process, given a dancing mo-
tion database, our system evaluates the quality of possible timings to
connect and switch different dancing motions. During run-time, we pro-
pose a control interface that provides visual guidance. We observe that
disk jockeys (DJs) effectively control the mixing of music using the DJ
controller, and therefore propose a DJ controller for controlling dancing
characters. This allows DJs to transfer their skills from music control to
dance control using a similar hardware setup. We map different motion
control functions onto the DJ controller, and visualize the timing of nat-
ural connection points, such that the DJ can effectively govern the syn-
thesized dance motion. We conducted two user experiments to evaluate
the user experience and the quality of the dance character. Quantitative
analysis shows that our system performs well in both motion control and
simulation quality.

Keywords: Human-computer Interaction, Character Animation, DJ con-
trollers, Dance
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Fig. 1. System overview of DanceDJ with live performance setup. (a) DJ plays mu-
sic sending the tempo into DanceDJ using local network. (b) Dance DJ receives the
tempo and allows the user to synchronize. (c) Audiences can enjoy watching the virtual
avatar’s dance synchronized with the music on the stage/screen as a visual expression
of the music.

1 Introduction

Dancing is one of the most popular physical activities across every age group, race
and region around the world. It can be regarded as a form of self-expression and
a means of communication. The use of dance to enhance musical expression has
been popular for centuries in musicals, opera and ballet. Video of well designed
dance motion can be played along a musical score to achieve a similar effects.

In recent years, dance animation using digitally generated characters has
become more and more popular in musical animation mega hits such as the
animation “Frozen”. Apart from such a kind of pre-rendered dance animation,
real-time dance authoring has also been introduced. Using novel sensors such
as the Microsoft Kinect and motion capture systems, the real-time control of
characters had become more accessible. These interfaces allow the user to create
computer generated dance motions with intuitive actions. While we can enjoy
various live performances acted by computer generated character in the world,
most of these live performances only show the 2D video created in advance as
an offline process. The difficulty of live scene authoring lies not only on the skills
of the performers but also the technical complexity to achieve a high quality
performance. Therefore, we propose a character control system that requires a
relatively low skill level to control the character, as well as adapts well in existing
live stage performance frameworks.

A challenge for real-time dance authoring is that while many dance move-
ments are based on normal motion, dance differs in that its motion normally
requires a beat. In music and dance, the beat is an audible or visual cue de-
marcating the division of a certain sequence. Dancers continually change their
poses while maintaining the beat. The rhythm of musical content is normally
characterized by a repeating sequence of beats. Dance and music have evolved
together over centuries to match one another by sharing the beat. Many existing



interfaces have not been able to achieve high quality dance as these principles
are not taken into account.

To address this problem, we came up with a hypothesis that the creation
of real-time dance can be improved by allowing the users to understand the
beat of both motion and music. This hypothesis came up when observing the
interaction of the disk jockey in music. A disk jockey, known as a DJ, is a person
who introduces and plays music especially on the radio or at a club or live
performance. Their performance often involves intricate and seamless mixing
to connect one piece of music with another, which is recognized as a way of
performing music without playing musical instruments. Their interaction with
the music normally takes the beat of the music into account. Since both dance
and music share the same principles, we anticipate that by providing a means
for the user to maintain the beat when creating dance motion would result in a
highly usable system.

We present a novel dance authoring interface called DanceDJ based on such
a hypothesis. By mimicking the interaction of the musical DJ, the system allows
users to control dance motion more intuitively and create high-quality dance
motion in real-time. By implementing the synchronize button that synchronizes
the dance motion with the music played by the other electronic instruments, the
user can match the beat of the dance motion to that of the music. In contrast
to the music DJ, the connectivity and beat of the dance motion tend to be more
abstract than that of the music, which affects the usability when connecting
the dance motion. To support the users, we have implemented a novel feature
to estimate the connectivity of the dance motions. The system automatically
calculates the beat of the dance by using the motion intensity to estimate the
probability of the frame wise dance connectivity, which represents how well the
beat of dance and music matches together. This feature helps the users to achieve
a DJ-like experience when interactively creating dance motion and allows users
to create, as well as realizing our hypothesis of the beat and correlation with
music.

We have produced a fully usable system for real-time dance authoring. Ex-
perimental results show that high-quality dance motion can be synthesized in
real-time using the proposed DJ interface. We have preformed quantitative user
studies to support the usability of the system. For the user, we have evaluated
how well users have been able to create high-quality dance motion intuitively.
For the audience, we have evaluated how plausible the created dance motions are
by looking at the dance motion results our system has created in real-time. We
have also conducted tests of using our system in real-world live performances.

There are two major contributions in this paper:

– To design a novel DJ interface for real-time dance authoring based on dance
and music beat correlations.

– To introduce a novel dance and music beat evaluation function that evaluates
how well a pose in a dance synchronizes to that of another dance using the
estimated beat information of motion and music



The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the related
research of this project. Section 3 describes the DJ interface we have implemented
for real-time dance authoring. Section 4 explains the design of the transition
function that estimate the quality of switching from one motion to another
based on the beat pattern. Section 5 explains how we visualize the results of
the transition function for effective dance controls. Section 6 details the user
study we have preformed to support the usability of the system. Finally, Section
8 concludes and discusses the system.

2 Related Work

In this section, we introduce works related to our system. There are numerous
related works for creating character motion interactively. Mainly, this work can
be divided into user interaction when creating character motion and DJ-like
interactions.

2.1 User Interfaces for Character Control

Numerous interfaces have been introduced to control character motion. One of
the favorite ways is the performance-based approach. The interface, which uses
motion capture and video of human motion has been popular in creating 3DCG
animation creations [11, 15, 20, 4, 5]. Depth camera based motion sensing opens
another pathway for real-time character controls [23, 16, 28, 17]. While they
fulfill the demands of recreating accurate human motion, this interface relies
upon the user’s ability to perform the demanded motion. Additionally, editing
the character motion requires other interactions, such as sketch-based interaction
[2, 8, 13, 9, 3]. While these interfaces are easy to use, they do not match our
demand for real-time motion creation. Interfaces that control the bones of the
characters [26, 10, 27, 12], such as ones introduced by [6], allows users to create
dance motion intuitively. These character-shaped interfaces that interactively
deform the characters’ bones allow users to create arbitrary poses. Despite its
intuitiveness in creating bone shapes for a specific frame, these interfaces are
not suitable for creating character motion in real-time using only two hands to
control the whole body. One of the ways to create character motions is to set
motion coordination keys to individual buttons like the character controls in
video games [25]. This way, the user can press various buttons to control the
character. While the usability of such character control would be familiar to
those who play video games, the user is required to memorize the dance motions
allocated to each particular button. This forces the users to either memorize a
large number of button allocated motions or the designer to limit variety of the
motions allowed to the user.

2.2 DJ-like Interaction in Research

Due to the creative nature of mixing, many types of research have focused upon
the interaction of DJ’s. The interaction of DJ’s has been analyzed in various



ways to realize similar applications or improve their actions. While many of
these applications introduce a novel interface alternative to the traditional DJ
interface, the form of DJ interfaces has not changed drastically. Accordingly,
recent researchers have applied the DJ interaction to other applications to take
advantage of its high usability [19, 18, 7]. Target applications which apply a
DJ-like interface vary from data visualization, 3DCG visualization to Robot
motion control. In these researches, sliders and turntables have been installed
in various applications. They have proved that DJ-like interactions can increase
usability and provide the user with a novel experience of interaction with the
target application, especially when this interaction is in real-time.

Our proposed user interface is inspired by the interface called ”Robot-Jockey”,
which was introduced by [22]. This interface introduced a novel interaction for
creating dance motion of a robot using the DJ-like interaction of controlling
tempo and motion in real-time. Since the primary objective of this interface is
to provide the means of creating the robot’s motions in real-time with intu-
itive interaction, their interface only needs to select very limited motions such
as kicking or punching from the database. The limited selection of motions can
be sufficient for a robot which only has a few actuators to control the body,
while 3DCG characters have several more joints, bones and skin to consider.
Accordingly, we follow the idea of controlling dance motions in real-time using a
DJ-like interface while we improve the system to be sufficient to control 3DCG
characters.

2.3 Implementation Requirements

Taking the shortcomings of related applications towards our potential users into
account, we set our implementation requirements as follows:

Intuitive motion control:
We select and control the parameters of the character motion that are nec-
essary for the live-action remixing of dance motions.

Intuitive interface:
Our interface is based on the MIDI interface. The MIDI interface is a well-
designed, intuitive, and very popular interface for many fields and requires
real-time interactions.

Works in real-time:
Our interface can create dance motions in real-time, which allows usage in
live performances such as concerts.

In developing our interface, we have tried to achieve all of the goals which
the works cited above have not yet completely satisfied. As related works and
products have not been able to fulfill the requirements set out above, we believe
that this makes our interface advantageous for application in numerous settings.

3 DanceDJ Interface

To verify our hypothesis described in Section 1, we developed the prototype of
DanceDJ to author character’s dance motion with a DJ interface. A simple live



Fig. 2. Common DJ Interface; buttons, fader and turntables are equipped for mixing
two music.

performance work flow is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, the DJ plays music and
shares the beat with the DanceDJ system using a local network in real-time.
While we evaluated our system playing only along DJ, the use of electronic in-
struments and existing online beat estimation systems would allow the proposed
system to be applicable for wide variety of music genre. Next, the DanceDJ
operator controls an input dance motion to synchronize with the received beat.
Finally the character which is assigned the dance motion is projected on a screen
or stage in front of audiences. From the audience’s perspective, it looks like the
character is dancing while synchronized with the music played by the DJ. In our
experiment, the DJ used a DJ software package called Traktor, and sent music
information to other device with a software called Ableton Link. The DJ inter-
face sends a MIDI signal distributed at each button or slider into the DanceDJ
system.

A typical DJ interface for music controls is shown in Figure 2. This interface
has many buttons and sliders to control music. The left and right part that have
similar buttons and sliders are for controlling two pieces of music respectively.
The play button is for playing/pausing the music. The tempo faders adjust the
speed of the music tempo. The turntables adjust playback speed to match tempos
or beats. In the middle, the cross fader blends the two pieces of music assigned
to the left and right parts. The sync buttons are used for automatic music tempo
tuning based on the other assigned music.

To author the character’s dance motion, we map the different dance motion
control functions onto the DJ controller as shown in Table 1. The principle of
such a mapping design is to conserve the meaning of the buttons such that
DJs can transfer their skills from music controls to dance controls. The tempo
faders are assigned with a motion speed control function. The play buttons start
and pause a dance motion. The turntables are used to playback sequences of



Table 1. Mapping Function between DJ and Dance Parameters

DJ-Interface Dance control parameters

Tempo fader Motion speed
Cross fader Mixing dance motion
Pinch fader Sound effect
Turntable Moving in few sequence
PLAY Start/Stop dance animation
SYNC Synchronization between music and dance
CUE Visualization of the transition point

dance motion. The cross fader interpolates two different dance motions. The
sync buttons are used for automatic tempo tuning of the selected dance motion
based on the received music tempo. We use the cue button for the visualization
function as described in Section 4 to find a smooth transition point between
different dance motions.

Fig. 3. DanceDJ’s system screen in a prototype stage. (a) For audience, the center’s
character displayed for a user is only projected to the projection screen. (b) For a user,
the system displays three characters, which left and right are assigned different motions
respectively, and center is a result interpolated dance motions between left and right
by using cross fader.

In Figure 3, we show a simple DanceDJ’s system screen. From the user’s
perspective, the screen has three columns displaying the same character; the left
and right columns display two different dance motions, and the center column
displays the result that is interpolated from the left and right dance motions
dependent on the cross fader’s value. The audience can only see the resultant
character in the center column.

Our system employs a data-driven approach to synthesize a new dance mo-
tion. We constructed a dance database that consisted of 16 dance motions from
a Japanese video website niconico. In our study, this number of dance motions



were sufficient for our experiments and a live performance for about half an hour.
The dance motions were created by various amateur users, and the duration was
about 3 minutes each. All dance motions are retargetted to the same structure
with the same number of joints, which facilitates efficient motion interpolation.
In our experiment, we used motion data with 70 joints included finger joints.
Joints are represented using quaternions and we use Spherical Linear Interpola-
tion (SLERP) for interpolating the joints between two dance motions.

It is a challenge to mix motions seamlessly and avoid sudden jumps of pos-
tures. While a DJ is able to mix different music by ad-lib as they have memorized
the music, requiring the DJ to memorize all the dance choreography for dance
mixing would be difficult. We address the problem by proposing a technical so-
lution and by providing visual guidance. For the technical solution, we propose a
novel transition function to evaluate a connectivity between two different dance
motions based on the motion tempo, postures and the original music tempo
assigned to each dance motion, which is detailed in Section 4. As the visual
guidance, we visualize a result of the transition function to users on the system
screen in real-time, which is described in Section 5.

4 A Transition Function for Dance Motions

We describe a transition function to evaluate how well a frame in a dance can
seamlessly transition to a frame in another dance. This function supports a user
to narrow down the transition frame candidates of a selected dance motion. It
consists of two terms including (1) the beats of both music and motion Ebeat(i, j),
and (2) the similarity of human poses Epose(i, j):

Etrans(i, j) = w1Ebeat(i, j) + w2Epose(i, j), (1)

where i and j are the beat indexes of two different dance motions, w1 and w2

are weights from 0.0 to 1.0 for the evaluation functions Ebeat(i, j) and Epose(i, j)
respectively. These weight parameters are controlled by the user using the pinch
fader of the DJ interface. Ebeat(i, j) and Epose(i, j) are described in the next two
subsections.

4.1 Beat Matching between Music and Motion

Considering that dance motion represents music beats as physical expression,
the dance motion beat is related to joint angular velocity or angular moment.
Therefore, we first compute the Weight Effort using a sum of angular velocity
for each dance motion database. We then define motion beat from the minimum
value in each a window range [21]. Since each dance motion comes with a cor-
responding piece of music, we obtain the window range from the beat of the
music.

We use the Songle API to analyze the beat of the corresponding music. The
beat information has a set of both time position and beat count, and we compute
the beat per minutes (BPM) by calculating the average beat over time.



Fig. 4. An analyzed result for arbitrary dance motion. The wave information is Weight
Effort (WE) considered the sum of angular velocity for the all joints at each frame.
Dot circles represents dance motion beats calculated from the WE value

Fig. 5. The beat evaluation result (Ebeat) of transition function applied for arbitrary
music and the dance motion created by artists. When the music beat and the motion
beat are completely matching, the result becomes a constant sine curve.

From the results as shown in Figure 4, we found that the dance motion beat
does not always match the music beat because the dance motion beat is not at
a constant interval. We expect that a smooth dance transition should happen
at the frame when the beat of both music and motion matches. Therefore we
design the beat evaluation function Ebeat(i, j) to evaluate a beat matching rate
between the motion and the music. To evaluate a beat’s coincidence factor of
motion tempo with music tempo, we approximate the discretized motion tempo
into a continuous function using a Gaussian distribution. The range of those
values are from 0.0 to 1.0. We set 0.1 as the sigma value used in Gaussian
distribution. The result is shown in Figure 5.

4.2 Posture Similarity

To seamlessly connect the different dance motions, we compute the similarity of
the posture based on the sum of root mean square distance in joint positions
for all joints [14]. Considering two dance motions, the frame-wise pose similarity
can be calculated and represented using a similarity matrix as shown in Figure
6. The X-axis represents the frame number of a dance motion, and the Y-axis



Fig. 6. A result of Motion Graph applied for two different dance motions; The width
and height of the image corresponds to the number of frames for each two dance
motions. The corresponded frame colored with white represents high similarity of two
postures.

represents that of another dance. A darker pixel indicates a high similarity at
the corresponding frame pair.

We conduct the similarity calculation for all dance motion combinations as
an pre-process to reduce on-line computation time. During run-time, given two
poses from two dance motions, the calculated value is retrieved as the result of
the posture similarity function Epose(i, j).

5 Visual Guidance for Motion Transition

In this section, we describe how to visualize the dance motion’s information on
the system screen to assist a user in transitioning smoothly between two different
dance motions.

An example of the graphical interface is shown in Figure 7. Our system has
three partitions on the system screen; the left and right columns are for editing,
and the center is for visualizing the mixing result. If a user sets the cross fader
to the right side, the user can select the next dance motion and edit it on the
left side.



Fig. 7. Final system screen; we show the beat information below. In the upper right
hand corner visual guidance based on the transition function for seamless transition in
shown.

In particular, tn the top left and right hand corners of Figure 7, we display
basic information including the input dance motion, the music title, duration,
beat, BPM and structure. The lines at the bottom left and right hand sides show
the music beat of the dance motion, which scrolls upwards during the playback
of a dance motion. The corresponding color indicates the quality of transitions
calculated from Equation 1. At the bottom of the center column, the colored
lines represent music beat of four counts received from the DJ through Ableton
Link. When the user pushes the Sync button on the DJ interface, the interval
width of the music beat bars are fitted to the width of the beat received from
the DJ.

5.1 Visualization of Transition Frames

Here, we describe a visual process for assisting the user in transitioning between
different dance sequences.

When the user searches for the next transition point by pushing the cue
button, the system uses Equation 1 to evaluate a smooth connection. A time-line
that visualize the results of the transition function is shown below both the music
structure. It indicate time-line information that takes the global similarity (based



Table 2. Questions for audiences; (7-points Likert scale, 7: most agree; 1: least agree)

No. Question

Q1. Were you satisfied with the animation result?
Q2. Is the connection between different dance se-

quences natural?
Q3. Did you feel that the animation result matched

both the dance and music?

Fig. 8. Result of the user evaluation from audience perspective.

on music and motion features such as tempo and pose) with the other candidate
dance motion into account. We use red to represent large values and blue to
represent small values. Similarly, the color of the time-lines below the dancing
character is updated using the same color scheme. It represents on the local
similarity between the current selected dance frame and the other candidate’s
motion in the neighbor frame range.

6 User Study

To evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we conducted user studies from
the perspectives of both audiences and users. There were 17 people (15 men
and 2 women) and 12 people (11 men and 1 woman) for the user and audience
perspective studies respectively. Their ages ranged from 21 to 30 years old. While
no one had DJ experience, 25 percent of the subjects had dance experience and
stage performance.

6.1 Audience Perspective

In the study of audience perspective, we first showed two dance animations using
our system synchronized with music played by a DJ for a few minutes. The first
animation was controlled by an experienced user without the transition function
nor automatic beat synchronization. We call such a system the prototype system.



Table 3. Questions for users; Q1-Q4 (7-points Likert scale, 7: most agree; 1: least
agree), Q5 (open ended)

No. Question

Q1. Could you naturally connect dance motion se-
quences?

Q2. Could you match both dance and music?
Q3. Were you satisfied with the dance animation you

controlled.
Q4. Did you feel that the mapping relationship be-

tween each button and motion function was
adaptable?

Q5. How long did it take you to control the dance
motion satisfactorily?

The second animation was controlled by the same user using the full range of
functions that we proposed. After showing both results, we asked subjects three
questions for each synthesized animation shown in Table 2 to evaluate the visual
effectiveness of the dance motion synthesized using the transition function. The
results in Figure 8 show that our system consistently out-performs the prototype
system in all three questions. It demonstrates that our system helps to improve
the quality of dance mixing. We used a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
found no significant differences in the results between the two systems (p-values
were more than 0.05).

6.2 User Perspective

In the study of the user’s perspective, we first explain the usage of the prototype
system to the subject for 5 minutes. The subject then used the system while
listening to a DJ playing music for 10 minutes. Next, we explained our full system
consisting the visualized transition function and automatic beat synchronized
function for 5 minutes. The subject then used it for 10 minutes.

We finally asked each subject to evaluate the systems with five questions
shown in Table 3. Figure 9 shows the averaged results of the user study. In Q1,
Q2 and Q3, our system scores significantly higher than the prototype system.
A two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted to demonstrate that the
difference between the average score was statistically significant. In Q4, most
subjects suggested that our system was more adaptable in mapping transition
between dance motion than the prototype system, as shown in Figure 10. In Q5,
the transition function with the visual guidance allows subjects to intuitively
control without taking much time, as shown in Figure 11.

The results of user evaluation show that our method was more effective in
transitioning seamlessly from both the audience and user’s perspective.



Fig. 9. Result of the user evaluation from user perspective.

Fig. 10. Question 4

6.3 Other Feedback

As a separate user study, we also conducted a live performance with a DJ in a
music club. The synthesized character’s dance motion was projected to a large 2D
screen using a projector. There were about 20-30 audience. There were positive
reaction from the audience when the character was synchronized with the DJ’s
music. During our live performance we met a opportunity to collaborate with
VJ).We mixed two video channel half and half, and the VJ made the visual
effects such as the dance floor for our dancing character by ad-lib. This is shown
in Figure 12.

7 Discussions

Experimental feedback : As an evaluation, we conducted two experiments to
evaluate both audience and user perspective. Since all the subjects were asked
to evaluate the prototype prior to evaluating our Dance DJ, comparison might
not be fairly evaluated. To counterbalance the evaluation more, we conducted
an additional experiment in reverse order to evaluate detailed advantages of our



Fig. 11. Question 5

Fig. 12. The scene of live performance. Left and right persons are DanceDJ player and
DJ player. The middle person is next VJ player. Incidentally, DanceDJ player and a
VJ player started a novel collaboration.

system. From our experiments, we found that DanceDJ has some rooms of im-
provement for audiences and users. For example, because our system can assist
user to seamlessly connect different dance motion naturally, sometimes many
audiences do not notice the transition’s timing. This raises the problem that the
system may not encourage dramatic effects at the transition like what DJs do
between drastically different songs. As our future work, we will design diverse
connecting function, such as for a mash-up affection, which provide user intu-
itive control to create different varieties of dance motion simply by changing the
function. Some future directions are listed below:
Emotional Enrichment: We wish to visualize the emotional features of music
in real-time. A character’s facial and body motion are synchronized with music
emotional features perceived by the audiences. We then integrate existing tech-
niques such as automatic facial motion synthesis [1] and motion filter [24] using
the pinch fader to enrich quality of the animation.
Database Limitation: For all the experiments, we used a motion database
created by armature artists. Hence, the quality and the number of the motion
database are limited. In the future, we will collect more dance motions and corre-
sponded music data-set from the video shared in different video hosting services.
Helping Users with Disabilities: Since it only requires a few simple control
to create the dance motion, we believe that the system could help those who
cannot dance due to physical disabilities for enjoying dancing. We plan to eval-



uate how to better serve such a user group by providing a system to generate
virtual dance characters.
Artists Collaboration: We believe that the users of our system, DanceDJs,
have a possibility to be a type of major artists in the field, such as DJs or VJs.
Since the collaboration with DJs has proven to be successful, the collaborations
with VJs will be a very interesting direction to move forward for exploring future
possibilities.

8 Conclusion

We have presented DanceDJ, a novel DJ-like controller for creating dance ani-
mation in real-time. We have presented the transition function and visual guid-
ance for user control. The transition function considered both synchronization
between the music and human motion beats, and posture similarity with next
dance’s posture. By visualizing the transition function’s results, this system al-
lows the user to intuitively and effectively transition into the next dance motion.
We evaluated the effectiveness from audience and user perspectives by conduct-
ing user evaluation.

In our future work, we will add a motion effect function for changing the
dynamics of dance motions with the pinch fader. By collaborating with Video
Jockeys (VJs), we will represent the dancing character and the background en-
vironment more attractively. Furthermore, our system will adopt a motion ex-
ploring function to find arbitrary dance motions from dance motion database as
soon as possible as an on-line process. We believe DanceDJ has a good potential
to conduct a new style of live performance in collaboration with DJ, VJ and real
dancers on a stage.
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